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Solve the Diophantine equation $x^2+2y^2=5z^2$ Solve

the Diophantine equation $x^2+2y^2=5z^2$ Question: I'm
looking for a lot of help on this question, I was given this

question in class and we were not quite sure how to start or
what to do. So any help/advice would be greatly

appreciated. My idea was that this is a Pell Equation and
could maybe use the Golden Triples, but we weren't quite
sure where to go from there. Please help! Thank you! A:

Hint: $\frac{x^2+2y^2}5=\frac{x^2}{5}+\frac{2y^2}5=\f
rac{x^2}5+\frac{2z^2}5$. Q: How to inspect backported
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Cisco switches, if any? Can I inspect/inspect any of the
backported Cisco IOS/EOS versions that are in place on my

network devices today? Are there any special tools that I can
use to find these backport packages? A: I recently had to do

this on a Cisco 2600 device that was upgrading to a new
platform. What you need is to find Cisco, and you can find
Cisco's toolstacks here: Cisco specifically developed their
own toolstacks for this type of thing. Specifically, they use
these stacks from the image of the base OS in the form of
ISSUES and their own processing steps to backport certain
versions/releases of their OS. Foto: Arhiv je dokaznili taj dio
je javno dostupno i taj mail. Foto: Arhiv je dokaznili taj dio je

javno dost
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